Stephen Kisko
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

John Vannuffel <
06 April 2022 13:13
Definitive Map
phillip.baker@eastsussex.go.uk
[Sender Unverified]RWO 200 Objection to THE EAST SUSSEX (PUBLIC RESTRICTED
BYWAY BEDDINGHAM 12) DMMO

Categories:

SK

Dear Mr Baker,
Re: RWO 200 THE EAST SUSSEX (PUBLIC RESTRICTED BYWAY BEDDINGHAM 12) DEFINITIVE MAP MODIFICATION
ORDER 2022
We write in response to a notice dated 18th March 2022 publicising the above named order.
The Trail Riders Fellowship objects to the order on the following grounds:
1) The section of order route between point A and The Lay is formed of made up road and verge. We
understand that section of order route to lay within the highway extent of the A26 and to be recorded on
the list of streets maintainable at public expense. It appears to us that the section of order route is ordinary
road that is outwith the scope of definitive map legislation and exempt from the extinguishing effects of the
Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act 2006.
2) The order route appears to cross Beddingham BOAT 8. Beddingham BOAT 8 cannot be recorded as
restricted byway, because a public right for mechanically propelled vehicles exists on the road.
We respectfully suggest re-advertising a modified order that records a restricted byway commencing from the
southern side of Beddingham BOAT 8.
Yours sincerely,

John Vannuffel
(he/him/his)

Director
Road Conservation
Law and Governance

To help protect y our priv acy , Microsoft Office prev ented automatic download of this picture from the
Internet.
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Stephen Kisko
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Definitive Map
06 April 2022 14:33
'John Vannuffel'
RE: Definitive statement for beddingham BOAT 8
Beddingham 8.pdf

Dear John,
Please find attached definitive statement report as requested.
Kind regards,
Amanda Trant
Definitive Map Assistant
Rights of Way & Countryside
01273 337852 | 0345 6080193
eastsussex.gov.uk/rightsofway

My working days are Tues, Wed & Thurs

From: John Vannuffel <
>
Sent: 06 April 2022 13:58
To: Definitive Map <definitive.map@eastsussex.gov.uk>
Subject: [Sender Unverified]Definitive statement for beddingham BOAT 8
Dear defintive map team,
Please would you provide me with a copy of the defintive statement for Beddingham BOAT 8.
Kind regards
John

John Vannuffel
(he/him/his)

Director
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Road Conservation
Law and Governance
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Stephen Kisko
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Vannuffel <
>
06 April 2022 15:54
Definitive Map
[Sender Unverified]RE: Definitive statement for beddingham BOAT 8

Categories:

AT, SK

Dear Amanda,
Thank you for your swift response.
I requested the definitive statement due to a recently made DMMO order (Beddingham RB 12). TRF has objected to
the order on the basis that a section of the order route subsists on land recorded as BOAT and/or as highway land
that is on the list of streets and comprises ordinary road/A 26 Newhaven Road. My understanding is that the B2109
was the classification given to the Newhaven Road before it was improved and upgraded to A 26.
The extinguishing effects of the Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act 2006 are engaged where a road is
not shown on a definitive map and statement, or it is shown only as a restricted byway or footpath. I see the
definitive statement shows the B2109, the Lay, County Road, 445068, and TQ44550689.
Please would you provide an extract of the definitive map so I can check if any of those definitive statement entries
relate to what is shown on the definitive map.
If both definitive map and statement show a way, the extinguishing effects of the NERC Act are not engaged, and
the northern section of the order route cannot be recorded as restricted byway.
Kind regards
John

John Vannuffel
(he/him/his)

Director
Road Conservation
Law and Governance

To help protect y our priv acy , Microsoft Office prev ented automatic download of this picture from the
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Stephen Kisko
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Stephen Kisko
07 April 2022 10:28
John Vannuffel
RE: RWO 200 Objection to THE EAST SUSSEX (PUBLIC RESTRICTED BYWAY
BEDDINGHAM 12) DMMO

Dear Mr Vannuffel
Thank you for your email below and objection to the DMMO Order RWO 200 at Beddingham
which I have received and placed on file.
If your objections are not withdrawn by the end of the objection period then they will be sent
to the Planning Inspectorate with the opposed Order.
Briefly, in relation to your points, the extreme northern part of the claimed route falls within
Highway Extent but it does not cross Byway Beddingham 8. Beddingham 8 ends at TQ 445 068
where it reaches the very edge of the highway extent and, as I understand it, the edge of where
the old County Road used to be before the corner was rounded off to the gentler bend that now
exists.
I’ve also received your reply to Amanda after she sent you a copy of the Definitive Statement
for Beddingham 8, also discussing whether the extinguishing effects Natural Environment and
Rural Communities Act 2006 are engaged or not. In light of the Order route not crossing
Beddingham 8, would you clarify your understanding of this in relation to your points concerning
the 2006 Act.
Many thanks
Stephen Kisko
Definitive Map Officer
Rights of Way & Countryside Team,
Communities, Economy & Transport

07795 237425 | 0345 6080193
eastsussex.gov.uk/rightsofway

My working days are Mon to Fri
From: John Vannuffel
k>
Sent: 06 April 2022 13:13
To: Definitive Map <definitive.map@eastsussex.gov.uk>
Cc: phillip.baker@eastsussex.go.uk
Subject: [Sender Unverified]RWO 200 Objection to THE EAST SUSSEX (PUBLIC RESTRICTED BYWAY BEDDINGHAM 12)
DMMO
Dear Mr Baker,
1

Stephen Kisko
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Vannuffel <
>
07 April 2022 13:20
Stephen Kisko
[Sender Unverified]RE: RWO 200 Objection to THE EAST SUSSEX (PUBLIC
RESTRICTED BYWAY BEDDINGHAM 12) DMMO

Dear Stephen,
Thanks for your response and acknowledging receipt of TRF’s objection.
Assuming the Lay (aka Byway Beddingham 8) terminates at the highway extent (of the A26) at TQ 445 068, the order
route would appear to fall within the highway and list of streets extent of the A26.

The power to record rights of way on the DM+S is limited to certain types of way and land that is mainly used by the
public for the purposes of path. Ordinary roads and footways are outwith the scope of the DM+S legislation.
The highway land of the A26 comprises ordinary road (the A26 is ordinary road). Footways and verges are an
integral part of an ordinary road. Further, the highway land appears to be recorded on the list of streets. Highway
land that is verge/layby/footway etc is maintainable at public expense just as the sealed surface of the A26 is – it is
presumably all part of the same road recorded on the list of streets as per the hedge to hedge presumption.
Ordinary road benefits from the exemption at section 67(2)(a) Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act
2006 ( https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2006/16/section/67 ):
“it is over a way whose main lawful use by the public during the period of 5 years ending with commencement was use for
mechanically propelled vehicles”

Roads (including the full extent of their highway land) recorded on the list of streets are exempt by virtue of section
67(2)(b):
“immediately before commencement it was not shown in a definitive map and statement but was shown in a list required to be
kept under section 36(6) of the Highways Act 1980 (c. 66) (list of highways maintainable at public expense),”

The list of streets exemption is not confined to the thin blue line shown on digital mapping. This was considered in
Trail Riders Fellowship v Secretary of State for the Environment, Food And Rural Affairs (Rev 1) [2017] EWHC 1866
(Admin) ( https://www.bailii.org/ew/cases/EWHC/Admin/2017/1866.html ).
To ascertain whether the order route crosses the Lay, the definitive map and statement must be read together. I
have only had sight of the statement that indicates the Lay to be a through route. The possibilities appear to be that
the order route would either have to cross the through route recorded byway, or subsist on the highway and list of
street land of the A26.
We have no evidence available to us that demonstrates the order route exists on land that isn’t BOAT or A26 – but
the definitive statement of itself shows that the order route must exist on either A26 (B2109/County Road) or BOAT.
We understand that the surveying authority can modify the order and submit it to the secretary of state for
confirmation pursuant to para 6(1)(b) sch.15 Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981. We are willing to withdraw our
objection on the basis that the order will be modified as per our suggestion and the modified order put to the
secretary of state for confirmation – this could avoid the need for an expensive public inquiry, providing nobody
objected to the modified order.
Kind regards
1

John Vannuffel
(he/him/his)

Director
Road Conservation
Law and Governance
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From: Stephen Kisko <Stephen.Kisko@eastsussex.gov.uk>
Sent: 07 April 2022 10:28
To: John Vannuffel
>
Subject: RE: RWO 200 Objection to THE EAST SUSSEX (PUBLIC RESTRICTED BYWAY BEDDINGHAM 12) DMMO

Dear Mr Vannuffel
Thank you for your email below and objection to the DMMO Order RWO 200 at Beddingham
which I have received and placed on file.
If your objections are not withdrawn by the end of the objection period then they will be sent
to the Planning Inspectorate with the opposed Order.
Briefly, in relation to your points, the extreme northern part of the claimed route falls within
Highway Extent but it does not cross Byway Beddingham 8. Beddingham 8 ends at TQ 445 068
where it reaches the very edge of the highway extent and, as I understand it, the edge of where
the old County Road used to be before the corner was rounded off to the gentler bend that now
exists.
2

Stephen Kisko
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Stephen Kisko
07 April 2022 15:30
John Vannuffel
RE: RWO 200 Objection to THE EAST SUSSEX (PUBLIC RESTRICTED BYWAY
BEDDINGHAM 12) DMMO

Dear John
Thank you for your further reply.
The Order is for a Restricted Byway and as I understand it the exceptions apply to if a Byway
was being included in the Order. As the Order does not touch Byway Beddingham 8 are you
suggesting that the restricted byway cannot fall upon the adopted highway?
If the Order is not opposed the authority can submit it to the Planning Inspectorate if it feels it
needs to be modified. The Council cannot modify the Order now that it has been made but can
apply to the Planning Inspectorate to ask for it to be modified if the Council believes it needs
modifying. In this case, aside from your objection, there is 1 further objection which is unlikely
to be withdrawn, so assuming it is not withdrawn, then the opposed Order will be sent to the
Planning Inspectorate.
The application was subject to a Direction, and after the Council rejected the application, the
Applicant Appealed our decision and won, in that the Council was then instructed to make the
Order, as made, being to add a restricted byway as applied for in the application. The Inspector
who dealt with the Appeal would have seen the evidence that the northern part of the claimed
route fell upon adopted Highway and also my report in which this matter is discussed along with
a reference of where the western part of Beddingham 8 ends. It is likely the Council will be
neutral on proceedings, having been instructed to make the Order, and likely that we will not
see a reason to modify it having made the Order as instructed.
Regards
Stephen Kisko
Definitive Map Officer
Rights of Way & Countryside Team,
Communities, Economy & Transport

07795 237425 | 0345 6080193
eastsussex.gov.uk/rightsofway

My working days are Mon to Fri
From: John Vannuffel <
>
Sent: 07 April 2022 13:20
To: Stephen Kisko <Stephen.Kisko@eastsussex.gov.uk>
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Stephen Kisko
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

John Vannuffel <
>
12 April 2022 10:18
Stephen Kisko
[Sender Unverified]RE: RWO 200 Objection to THE EAST SUSSEX (PUBLIC
RESTRICTED BYWAY BEDDINGHAM 12) DMMO
NLSA26.JPG

Dear Stephen,
I am in contact with the applicant (Chris Smith) and I am also a member of the Sussex DLYW group – although I
struggle to find time for it alongside my other activity with TRF across England and Wales.
I understand that Chris is concerned that part of the Northern section might not be on the LoS, based on his
understanding of a response from Highways England re the extent of the A26. But, whatever the extent of the A26,
the List of Streets is the primary statutory document to record a highway maintainable at public expense and that
records “Newhaven Road” as I read it. Newhaven road can include all of the A26 and anything else comprising the
historical Newhaven road that hasn’t been extinguished as a highway or had it’s liability to maintain transferred or
extinguished. For example, there is a layby south of the Lay adjacent to the A26 that might not be classified as A26,
but it is still part of the Newhaven road and recorded on the LoS. Other examples might be the layby on the A259
opposite tidemills, or the (grassed over) sections of old road at Tarring Neville. I’ve attached an image from
https://maps.nls.uk/geo/explore/#zoom=16&lat=50.84449&lon=0.05043&layers=193&b=1 that shows 1:10k with
transparency tool on satellite image.
Re the direction. My understanding is that ESCC have satisfied the direction by making the order. Having made the
order and received objections, it is open to ESCC to try to resolve those objections. There are no barriers to
modifying the order in the absence of objections, and doing so would not contravene the direction. Ultimately, the
modified order goes back to the SoS to confirm and it is publicised for persons to object to if they wish. Where the
applicant and other objectors are all happy that the Northern section is removed from the order, it seems sensible
to resolve that part of the matter without the expense of inquiry.
Re Beddingham 8 extent. I have yet to see a definitive map extract. But would draw your attention to R (Norfolk CC)
v SoS for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs [2005] EWHC 119 (Admin); [2006] 1 WLR 1103 at [39-42] per Pitchford
J, in which the learned Judge expressed the view that a discrepancy of up to 30 metres between the definitive map
and statement would not mean that the statement was not to be treated as providing particulars of the public right
of way marked on the map. See too, Perkins v SoS for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs [2009] EWHC 658
(Admin) at [13]-[14], in which Sir George Newman held that there was no general requirement that the DMS should
attain some particularly high level of precision in the sense of showing the detail of the route in terms of its precise
location on the ground to a manifestly high degree of particularity.
The definitive statement is precise in that it provides a grid reference (which can cover a large area) and that it also
tells us BOAT 8 terminates on “County Road” and “B2109” and “the Lay”. That could be construed as quite a vast
area – especially as no width is recorded. The definitive map will show the line of the right of way but not it’s width.
Turning back to the accuracy of grid references, the tolerance for the inaccuracy of a 1:10k map is around 7m
(https://adhorner.co.uk/article_ordnance.html). But one would need to consider the provenance of data/survey for
the definitive statement e.g. which map and method were used to generate the grid reference. The reference to
B2109, county road, and the Lay, may have been included because the map and method used to generate the grid
reference was known to be inaccurate and regarded as a general guide.
I will send a separate email re issued of the extent of highway recorded on the List of Streets as at May 2006.
Kind regards,
1

John

John Vannuffel
(he/him/his)

Director
Road Conservation
Law and Governance
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From: Stephen Kisko <Stephen.Kisko@eastsussex.gov.uk>
Sent: 07 April 2022 15:30
To: John Vannuffel <
Subject: RE: RWO 200 Objection to THE EAST SUSSEX (PUBLIC RESTRICTED BYWAY BEDDINGHAM 12) DMMO

Dear John
Thank you for your further reply.
The Order is for a Restricted Byway and as I understand it the exceptions apply to if a Byway
was being included in the Order. As the Order does not touch Byway Beddingham 8 are you
suggesting that the restricted byway cannot fall upon the adopted highway?
If the Order is not opposed the authority can submit it to the Planning Inspectorate if it feels it
needs to be modified. The Council cannot modify the Order now that it has been made but can
apply to the Planning Inspectorate to ask for it to be modified if the Council believes it needs
modifying. In this case, aside from your objection, there is 1 further objection which is unlikely
to be withdrawn, so assuming it is not withdrawn, then the opposed Order will be sent to the
Planning Inspectorate.
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Stephen Kisko
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Stephen Kisko
12 April 2022 15:16
John Vannuffel
RE: RWO 200 Objection to THE EAST SUSSEX (PUBLIC RESTRICTED BYWAY
BEDDINGHAM 12) DMMO
Definitive Map-western end of Beddingham 8-v1.JPG

Dear John
Thank you for your further reply.
As I understand it, the northern part of the claimed route does run over land that is part of the
adopted Highway. I’m aware that at this site the adopted Highway is more than the area of the
usable A26 road. If I am correct, I think I believe that you would prefer that the northern part
of the application route to start a little further south and not on the land covered by the
Highway extent, but other than that unfortunately I am still confused as to the point you are
trying to make.
I should clarify what I mean by ‘Direction’. Here I didn’t mean that in terms of being told to
make the Order, I meant that the Applicant made a request to the Planning Inspectorate for the
Council to determine the application, as it had failed to do so within the required 12 month
period. The Applicant applied for a Direction and the Council was told to determine the
application by 29/03/2020. At this stage the Council was not told to make an Order, but simply
to decide on the application, which it did on 25/02/2020 in which it decided to reject the
application.
The Applicant appealded this decision to the Planning Inspectorate and won, so that the appeal
was allowed and the Council was then told (‘directed’, as I think you referred to) to make an
Order, which is what I have done.
Assuming the Order remains opposed, I have no powers to do anything other than refer the
matter to the Planning Inspectorate. I cannot do a modified Order unless instructed to do so by
the Planning Inspectorate. If you or anyone else thinks it should be modified then those
comments can be referred to the Planning Inspectorate as well when I send the case to them.
Even if all objections were removed now the Council still couldn’t make a modified Order
without referring the case to the Planning Inspectorate. It may be that all objectors remove
their objections and all agree on a certain modification, but the Council has no powers to
modify the Order itself. In this case, the Council is likely to take a neutral stance on
proceedings and therefore would send any comments made by others about a modification to
the Planning Inspectorate but would not itself be recommending any modifications. The Council
would follow any instructions by the Planning Inspectorate if it was told to made a modified
Order. The Order was made as instructed and we could only confirm the Order, as it is, if there
were no objections. The Council would likely ask for the case to be determined by written
representations, and as this is primarily based on historical material that would be a probable
outcome, so it is less likely a public inquiry would occur in this case, but that would be a
decision to the made by the Planning Inspectorate. As you say you are in contact with the
Applicant, and both the Applicant and the Planning Inspectorate wanted the Order to be made
as I have done, I am not sure if you agree with the Applicant or not. All comments you have
made during the objection period will be sent to the Planning Inspectorate if as expected the
case is referred to them, unless you withdraw them.
1

I’m not sure referring to ‘The Lay’ is of much use here, given that while it is referred to on the
Definitive Statement, I am not totally sure which specific point this refers to and my
understanding it that it refers to a property which is about 130 metres to the east of the end of
Beddingham 8. I attach a photograph of the paper Definitive Map of the western end of
Beddingham 8, and you will see that Beddingham 8 just meets the old course of the A26 at this
location and the new part of the A26 and the application route is a little to the west. I’ve also
used the Council’s internal mapping systems to determine the course of the application route.
Again, I am a little confused as to the point you are making, and I am unsure if you are saying
that you think Beddingham 8 does or doesn’t cross the application route, and depending on your
answer, what implications this has on the Order or what you think the Order should be. I think I
mentioned previously that the Definitive Statement for the western end of Beddingham 8 still
relates to the location of the County Road in the past. The road has moved, but Beddingham 8
has not, nor been extended to meet the new position of the A26.
Many thanks
Stephen Kisko
Definitive Map Officer
Rights of Way & Countryside Team,
Communities, Economy & Transport

07795 237425 | 0345 6080193
eastsussex.gov.uk/rightsofway

My working days are Mon to Fri
From: John Vannuffel <
>
Sent: 12 April 2022 10:18
To: Stephen Kisko <Stephen.Kisko@eastsussex.gov.uk>
Subject: [Sender Unverified]RE: RWO 200 Objection to THE EAST SUSSEX (PUBLIC RESTRICTED BYWAY BEDDINGHAM
12) DMMO
Dear Stephen,
I am in contact with the applicant (Chris Smith) and I am also a member of the Sussex DLYW group – although I
struggle to find time for it alongside my other activity with TRF across England and Wales.
I understand that Chris is concerned that part of the Northern section might not be on the LoS, based on his
understanding of a response from Highways England re the extent of the A26. But, whatever the extent of the A26,
the List of Streets is the primary statutory document to record a highway maintainable at public expense and that
records “Newhaven Road” as I read it. Newhaven road can include all of the A26 and anything else comprising the
historical Newhaven road that hasn’t been extinguished as a highway or had it’s liability to maintain transferred or
extinguished. For example, there is a layby south of the Lay adjacent to the A26 that might not be classified as A26,
but it is still part of the Newhaven road and recorded on the LoS. Other examples might be the layby on the A259
opposite tidemills, or the (grassed over) sections of old road at Tarring Neville. I’ve attached an image from
https://maps.nls.uk/geo/explore/#zoom=16&lat=50.84449&lon=0.05043&layers=193&b=1 that shows 1:10k with
transparency tool on satellite image.
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Stephen Kisko
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Vannuffel <
>
13 April 2022 15:52
Stephen Kisko
[Sender Unverified]RE: RWO 200 Objection to THE EAST SUSSEX (PUBLIC
RESTRICTED BYWAY BEDDINGHAM 12) DMMO

Dear Stephen,
Thanks for the map extract and reply.
TRF’s view is that restricted byway status is incompatible with land that is subject of a public right for mechanically
propelled vehicles.
The northern section affects land that does have a public right for MPV. That land is recorded on the list of streets
(i.e. it is adopted highway) and/or it is recorded on a definitive map and statement other than as path/restricted
byway.
Taking those in turn:
List of streets:
I have only seen the 2018 list of streets, and assume that the relevant content is unaltered from 2nd May 2006. The
2018 list of streets records “Newhaven Road”:

The entry is sufficient to incorporate all of the highway maintainable at public expense that forms the Newhaven
Road, whether or not that land is classified as A26. The extent of adopted highway includes the historic route and
verge of the B2109. Accordingly, the exemption in section 67(2)(b) Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act
2006 (“NERC”) is engaged and the public right for MPV is preserved on the entire extent of “Newhaven Road”. The
“A26” entry does not confine the extent of “Newhaven Road” to the A26.
The statutory definition of restricted byway is incompatible with land that is subject of a public right of way for MPV.
Definitive map and statement:
The statement and map must be read together. The statement provides particulars so as to provide clarity as to the
position of the right of way shown on the map. The map shows the BOAT joining a road and the statement tells us
that road is B2109/county road. The grid reference has to be considered In the context of the basemap used and its
accuracy. The grid reference is not inconsistent with the BOAT joining the B2109/county road. The DM+S as a whole
is not inconsistent with the BOAT extending to what is now the sealed A26.
NERC:
S.67(1) NERC:
“Ending of certain existing unrecorded public rights of way
(1)An existing public right of way for mechanically propelled vehicles is extinguished if it is over a way which,
immediately before commencement—
(a)was not shown in a definitive map and statement, or
(b)was shown in a definitive map and statement only as a footpath, bridleway or restricted byway.But this is subject
to subsections (2) to (8).”
1

In this instance the county road/B2109/the Lay/TQ445068 is shown on a definitive map and statement, but it is not
shown only as path or restricted byway. Accordingly, the extinguishing provisions of NERC are not engaged in
respect of the Beddingham 8/the Lay/county road/B2109/TQ445068 – all are shown on both map and statement,
yet none are shown only as path/restricted byway.
Order route:
The Northern section of the order route lays on land that was recorded on the list of streets as at May 2006, and/or
was recorded on the definitive map and statement as BOAT/the Lay/ county road/B2109/TQ445068. Either NERC
did not bite (because the way was recorded on DM+S but not as path/RB) or it did bite and the public MPV right was
then preserved by the engagement of the list of streets exemption.
The restricted byway should start south of any land that is likely to hold public MPV rights. That MPV land (as
covered by LoS/DM+S) lays north of the highlighted section of road:

The land north of the highlighted road would be one or a combination of ordinary road, adopted highway, boat – all
of which has a public MPV right.
The Lay:
Our understanding is that Beddingham 8 subsists on a road named The Lay. This is what the road is called locally. It
is also called the Lay on Google Maps:

Hurdle:
To confirm the order as made, one would have to prove that none of the northern section subsists on land with a
public MPV right i.e. (i) that none of the land was on LoS as at May 2006, (ii) that is was not on a DM+S, or (iii) that is
was on DM+S but only as path/RB.
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It appears to TRF that the order route subsists on land that was on the LoS, that was shown on the DM+S, and that
that the DM+S did not show the land only as path or RB.
Exercise of powers:
We are concerned that the SoS has directed ESCC to exercise powers it does not have i.e. to make an RB order in
respect of an ordinary road that has public mpv rights.
Kind regards
John

John Vannuffel
(he/him/his)

Director
Road Conservation
Law and Governance

To help protect y our priv acy , Microsoft Office prev ented automatic download of this picture from the
Internet.
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From: Stephen Kisko <Stephen.Kisko@eastsussex.gov.uk>
Sent: 12 April 2022 15:16
To: John Vannuffel <
>
Subject: RE: RWO 200 Objection to THE EAST SUSSEX (PUBLIC RESTRICTED BYWAY BEDDINGHAM 12) DMMO

Dear John
Thank you for your further reply.
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